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Objectives
The Research Center for Radiation Protection was

newly established in 2006. The aim of the Center is to

provide a scientific basis for radiation protection and

safety. Toward this goal, radiation exposure from

various sources is measured, the dose-effect

relationships for various endpoints are examined, and

the mechanisms underlying the effects are investigated.

The Research Center disseminates its research results to

promote public understanding of radiation effects and

to encourage the enactment of more reasonable

regulations concerning the use of radiation. The scope

of its activity is not limited to Japan. It has been

appointed a collaborating center by the International

Atomic Energy Agency.

Overview
The Research Center consists of four research groups

(Regulatory Sciences Research Group, Experimental

Radiobiology for Children's Health Research Group,

Radiation Effect Mechanisms Research Group, and

Environmental Radiation Effects Research Group), the

Nakaminato Laboratory for Radioecology, and the

Department of Advanced Technologies for Radiation

Protection Research.

The activities of the research groups and the

Nakaminato Laboratory are described in their

respective sections of this Annual Report.

The Department of Advanced Technologies for

Radiation Protection Research consists of four sections.

In the Advanced Analytical Technology Section,

cooperative projects with other research groups from

inside and outside of NIRS have been carried out to

measure trace elements in environmental and biological

samples. Also, new advanced techniques to determine

trace elements those are difficult to measure have been

developed.

The Animal Pathology Section has provided

histopathology technical and diagnostic supports for

NIRS intramural research.

The Advanced Animal Research Section has

supported integrated research of molecular and genetic

studies with physiological studies in whole animals.

Although remarkable progress of radiation biology has

been made on genetic, molecular and cellular levels,

physiological analysis of whole animal models is

inevitable for extrapolation to human health. The

section has supported radiobiological research by

application of assisted reproductive technologies (ARTs)

in genetically modified laboratory mice, including in

vitro fertilization, embryo transfer, micromanipulation

of embryos and cryopreservation. Such technologies

have also become essential to efficiently conduct large

scale animal experiments by providing a large number

of animals synchronously. The Advanced Animal

Research Section also has supported research using

Medaka fish through providing tumor-bearing fish,

preparing samples for analysis, and the quality control

of frozen sperms of qualified strains of Medaka fish.

The Environmental Radioactivity Survey Section

initiated three collaborative research projects with three

universities in Japan. They have involved development

of ultra sensitive radon decay products measuring

system, establishment of a calibration procedure for

radon and its decay products concentrations and

development of a new technique (detection of

Cherenkov radiation) for radon measurements. In

addition to them, two other collaborative research

studies were conducted with foreign institutions. This

section also carried out twelve commissioned projects,

utilizing its technologies and facilities.

The Research Center has been designated by the

International Atomic Energy Agency as a Collaborating

Centre for Biological Effects of Low Dose Radiation.

An annual report for the research outcome in this area

was sent to IAEA and highly appreciated.

In FY 2008, the Research Center 61 permanent and

90 temporary members actively conducted research.

They produced 65 original papers and 54 reviews and

proceedings. The Center held a symposium on damage

response and adaptive response after irradiation.

As of July 2008, Dr. Shinichiro Sato was named as

the Head of the Planning and Coordination Section of

the Research Center to promote its activity further.
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Objectives
The objectives of regulatory sciences research for

radiation safety and protection are to summarize

scientifically based information for radiation safety

regulation and to exchange this information among

different stakeholders to bridge the gap between

science and society. The research programs are focused

on the following four points.

1) Summarizing information on radiation protection

issues

The group aims to summarize achievements of

research projects on radiation protection provided by

NIRS, as well as other research institutes to contribute

to activities of relevant international organizations such

as UNSCEAR and ICRP. The group also constructs a

research information network on radiation protection

for sharing information with scientific organizations,

regulatory authorities and the public.

2) Radiation risk assessment and construction of

information databases

The group constructs information databases on risk

assessment for people who are exposed to low dose

radiation and controllable natural radiation sources.

Scientific information on radiological archives of

experimental research, on the exposures and health

effects of radiation among different human populations,

and on effects of environmental radiation from the

epidemiological studies are collected for the databases.

3) Development of mathematical models

Using the results of basic research related to the

effects of radiation on human health and the

environment, the group develops mathematical models

for risk evaluation of health effects due to exposure to

controllable natural radiation sources, medical

exposure, and the models for analysis of radiological

effects on the environment.

4) Development of a method for risk communication

The group collects case examples in which risk

information on radiation safety is passed on to the

public, and the group analyzes social psychology

findings.

Progress of Research
1) Construction of information databases for radiation

risk assessment

An integrated information database on exposure due

to use of naturally occurring radioactive materials

(NORM) as industrial raw materials, building materials

and consumer products was previously established. In

FY 2008, the function of dose estimation due to

utilization of NORM was appended. Data for activity

concentrations of various materials and consumer

products, which were determined experimentally, were

added to the database. A method for study on possible

health effects associated with medical exposures during

childhood was examined. The group has been

constructing the archive for long term animal

experimental data including information of internal

exposure. In this regard, the group has been promoting

global data and information exchange as well.

2) Development of mathematical models

The group aims to develop two types of

mathematical models for regulatory science. The first

type models simulations of carcinogenesis for the main

purpose of evaluating the radiation risk at low dose

exposure. The second type models evaluations of the

effects of ionizing radiation on environmental biota and

ecosystems.

Recently, international concerns about protection

framework of non-human biota have been increasing

and European and North American countries have

respectively developed assessment frameworks and

tools to evaluate radiological impact for non-human

biota. On the other hand, such a framework has not

been considered in Japan. Therefore, we examined

applicability of the established assessment tools to

Japanese environments. In this study, we chose two

assessment tools, RESRAD-BIOTA which was

developed by US-DOE and the ERICA assessment tools

which were developed by EURATOM. We considered a

paddy field as a typical Asian environment and used

maximum of global fallout nuclide concentrations

which were monitored in the Joetsu region of Japan.

From our trial calculation for general screening, Tier 1

of ERICA suggested that concentrations of 137Cs in

aquatic systems exceeded the general screening level.

On the other hand, concentrations of 90Sr were less than

screening level 1 of RESRAD-BIOTA , and

concentrations of 90Sr in terrestrial systems in ERICA

were less than all screening levels. Thus, we

proceeded to apply the ERICA Tier 2 using the same

parameter set as in Tier 1, and found that each species

did not exceed the screening level. Finally, we

calculated dosimetries of the most important species

living in a paddy field. We tested both tools and we

adopted ERICA because of its flexibility in body

dimensions of adding organisms to analyses. From our

calculation, we concluded that graded approaches

which are adopted in RESRAD-BIOTA and ERICA can

be effectively applied to Japanese environments.

3) Epidemiological study

The possible effects of exposures to controllable

natural radiation and medical radiation are our main

research interests. We continued a case-control study of

residential radon and thoron and lung cancer among

cave-dwelling residents in Gansu Province, China, in

cooperation with researchers inside and outside NIRS.

Data for a total of 77 cases and 154 controls have been

entered in the study so far, and 1-year measurements

for radon and thoron and its decay products were
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completed for dwellings of 49 cases and 98 controls.

Preliminary analysis of data showed an increased risk

of lung cancer in relation to radon concentrations as

expected. In addition to the case-control study, detailed

measurements on temporal variations according to

dwelling type were conducted for selected subjects.

These data are being analyzed.

Accurate and precise assessment for exposures is

essential for epidemiological studies. We addressed

possible influences of uncertainty in exposure

assessment on risk estimates in residential radon

studies, in terms of both statistical and experimental

ways. A simulation study suggested there is an

underestimation of radon-related lung cancer risk when

using detectors without discrimination of thoron which

justifies our on-going case-control study in China.

To assess possible effects of medical exposures

quantitatively, we conducted a meta-analysis of studies

on second cancer risk among childhood cancer

survivors treated with radiotherapy. As shown in Fig.

5-1, 9 relevant studies were identified and analyzed,

with an estimate of excess relative risk per Gy

(ERR/Gy) from 0.13 to 2.70 among which heterogeneity

was suggested (p<0.001). Overall the ERR/Gy estimate

was calculated as 0.53 (95% CI: 0.22 to 1.31) using a

random effects model, which was much smaller than

the corresponding estimate of 1.7 (95% CI: 1.1 to 2.5)

from the study of atomic bomb survivors exposed as

young children. In view of the heterogeneity and the

apparent low ERR/Gy estimate, more studies about the

risk of second cancers among childhood cancer

survivors are needed for further understanding of the

carcinogenic effects of radiotherapy on children.

Fig. 5-1. Excess relative risk per Gy (ERR/Gy) of cancer

after radiotherapy among children in comparison with

that of cancer among A-bomb survivors.

4) Investigation into risk perception of radiation

The surveys of risk perception done in FY 2007 were

analyzed using risk ranking techniques. The survey

had been done in all parts of Japan using web-based

questionnaires and 638 responses were obtained.

Subjects were asked to rank 30 items of various types

of technologies and human activities according to their

subjective judgments on the order of perceived

magnitude of risk. Irrespective of sex, age, occupation

and academic majority, all groups examined perceived

handguns, nuclear power and cigarettes as having the

highest risk, while X-ray exposure was perceived as a

moderate risk. Respondents tended to believe the

information from TV more than that from public

organizations. We also interviewed researchers within

NIRS. The NIRS researchers perceived nuclear power

as less risky and bicycles and motor vehicles as more

risky compared with the perception of the general

public.

5) Dialogue seminars for risk communications among

stakeholders

A series of meetings called a "Dialog Seminar" on

themes of optimization of radiodiagnostic exposure and

radioactive waste was held to communicate information

on risk among scientists, persons in regulatory

authorities, those in relevant companies and the public.

In the seminar regarding optimization of

radiodiagnostic exposure, international trends, the

present circumstances and issues related to protection

of medical exposures were discussed among medical

doctors, radiological technicians, experts for

radioprotection and regulators. In the seminar

regarding radioactive waste, fundamental information

on high-level waste and radiation effects on humans

was provided by experts to the public, and issues

related to radiation waste were discussed among

stakeholders.

Major publications
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Radon in drinking water and cancer mortality:

an ecological study in Japan, The Natural

Radiation Environment: 8th International

Symposium (NRE VIII), Buzios, Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil, (AIP Conference Proceedings), 1034,

429-432, 2008

2) R. Kanda, S. Tsuji, Y. Ohmachi, Y. Ishida, N.

Ban, Y. Shimada: Rapid and reliable diagnosis

of murine myeloid leukemia (ML) by FISH of

peripheral blood smear using probe of PU. 1, a

candidate ML tumor suppressor, Molecular

Cytogenetics, 1[1], 22, 2008 (Online Only

U R L : h t t p : / / w w w .

molecularcytogenetics.org/home/, 2008-10-16),

3) K. Doi, M. MIeno, Y. Shimada, S. Yoshinaga:

Risk of Second Malignant Neoplasms among
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epidemiological sudies, Paediatric and

Perinatal Epidemiology, in press
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Objectives
With the advent of an era of low birthrate and

prolonged longevity, concerns about the safety of

fetuses and children have been growing. Programs to

protect the health of fetuses and children and the safety

of the environment are being instituted, particularly in

the USA and Europe. These regulations are mainly

directed at foodstuffs and chemicals. Recently,

progressive increase in medical uses of radiation for

children has forced ICRP, IAEA and WHO to draft

global initiatives on radiation protection of children.

This group carries out studies to provide information on

the risk of carcinogenesis due to radiation exposure

during the fetal and childhood periods, for which there

are at present insufficient data. Using animal models,

we study the effects of radiation exposure on cancer

induction and lifespan shortening. Final goals of this

research group are to propose age-weighting factors

and relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of neutrons

and heavy ions for fetuses and children for radiation

protection.

Progress of Research
1) Dependency of lifespan shortening by irradiation in

B6C3F1 mice

Fifty female and male B6C3F1 mice per each group,

which have been used in a wide variety of

toxicological studies such as the National Toxicology

Program (NTP) in the USA, were exposed to gamma

rays (137Cs), carbon ions (13 keV/μm) and neutrons (2

MeV) at various ages during fetal to mature adulthood

periods. The ages examined were pre-implantation (3

days post-conception (dpc)), major organogenesis (13

dpc), late fetal (17 dpc), neonatal (1 week after birth),

prepubertal (3 weeks), post-pubertal (7 weeks) and

mature adult stages (15 weeks). The doses ranged

between 0.2 and 4 Gy for gamma rays, 0.2 and 2 Gy

for carbon ions and 0.05 and 1 Gy for neutrons. These

mice are now being kept under observation. The result

of the first experiment for gamma-ray exposure

indicated that adult female mice appeared more

susceptible to radiation-induced lifespan shortening

than male mice. Carbon ions were more potent in

reducing lifespan than gamma rays when female mice

were exposed at newborn stage. Surprisingly,

irradiation with gamma rays at the late fetal stage had

little influence on lifespan shortening. This could be

ascribed to the early onset of liver tumors and T-cell

lymphoma. Irradiation with carbon ions at the fetal

stage, however, shortened the lifespan to a similar

extent as that at the infant stage. These results suggest

a larger relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of

carbon ions for fetus.

2) Age dependency of cancer risks in mammary

gland, lung, bone marrow, liver, kidney, brain and

intestine

Radiation risks are dependent upon both tissue types

and the age at exposure. Breast is one of the most

susceptible organs to radiation-associated cancer risk.

The Sprague-Dawley rat mammary cancer model was

used to investigate the age effect on breast cancer risk.

In FY 2008, female rats (1, 3 and 7 weeks of age; N =

200) were irradiated with Cs-137 gamma rays and

carbon ions (13 keV/μm) at doses of 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 2

Gy. Tentative data indicate that, compared to that at

the post-pubertal stage (7 weeks of age), gamma

irradiation with 2 Gy at the prepubertal stage (3 weeks

of age) resulted in low radiation-associated incidence of

cancer. This was evinced by low expression of ovarian

steroid receptors and genes downstream from them.

Interestingly, genomic copy number alteration was rare

in these cancers.

The lung is one of important organs for radiological

protection of workers and the public because of its high

radiation-associated cancer risks. To elucidate the age

dependence of pulmonary carcinogenesis, incidence of

radiation-induced lung tumor was compared in 1, 5

and 15 week-old female Wistar rats (total 760 animals)

following thoracic X-ray irradiations (0, 1, 3 and 5 Gy).

The lung tumor induction increased in a dose-

dependent manner, but the dose-effect relationship did

not differ much with the age at irradiation.

The age effect on tumor development of kidney,

brain and intestine was also examined using mutant

and genetically engineered animals such as Eker rats

and Ptc+/-, ApcMin/+, and Mlh1-/- mice. Perinatal and

infantile stages were the most sensitive to the

development of tumors in kidney and brain. Brain

tumors developed in a dose-dependent fashion with

showing considerable effects even at low dose of 0.2

Gy. We also found that irradiation at the infantile stage

induced more intestinal tumors than that as an adult.

Furthermore, the second hit event was intra-

chromosomal deletions in tumors of mice irradiated at

the infantile stage, but was chromosomal loss and

duplication (or mitotic recombination) in those

spontaneously developed and irradiated as an adult.

3) Combined effect of radiation with chemical

carcinogens on lung and thymic tumorigenesis

The age effect of combined exposure of radiation and

a chemical carcinogen has been investigated on

pulmonary and thymic carcinogenesis. In order to

induce the lung tumors, the thoracic region of female

Wistar rats was irradiated with X-rays (3 Gy) at

pubertal (5 weeks of age) or adult (15 weeks of age)

stages, and then N-nitrosobis (2-hydroxypropyl) amine

(BHPN) (1.0 g/kg body weight) was intraperitoneally

injected. When BHPN was administered alone, the

lung tumor was induced at higher incidence in the rats

administered at the pubertal stage than at adult stages.

Synergistic effects of the X-rays and BHPN were found
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in the rats exposed at pubertal and adult stages, and

the synergisms were more effective at the pubertal

stage. Gpt-delta mice were X-ray-irradiated following

N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) treatment to see the mode

of mutation induction in thymocytes after combined

exposure. It was found that ENU treatment increased

mutant frequency and accelerated clonal expansion of

mutants compared to untreated control mice. Post-

irradiation at a low dose of X-rays (0.2 Gy weekly for 4

weeks) decreased clonality, but not the mutation

spectrum, suggesting that post-irradiation caused

suppression of clonal expansion of ENU-induced

mutants.

4) Detrimental effect of uranium on the developing

kidney

Health effects for children in depleted uranium-

polluted areas and uranium mining areas are of recent

concerns. Uranium and its compounds have the

potential to cause nephrotoxicity. The subcutaneous

injection of uranium acetate resulted in a site-selective

accumulation of uranium in the downstream of the

proximal tubules, where apoptotic cells were

concomitantly observed. The dynamics of uranium and

incidence of apoptosis in kidney differed between

immature and adult animals.

5) Mutation induction in Aprt locus

In order to determine the age-dependency of

mutation induction, Aprt +/- mice at one or seven weeks

old were exposed to 1 Gy or 4 Gy of X-rays.

Preliminary observations suggested that the exposure at

the younger age with the higher dose resulted in more

Aprt -/- mutations in cultured kidney cells derived from

the exposed mice.
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Objectives
Estimation of low-dose radiation risk has been made

using the high-dose data from atomic bomb survivors

at Hiroshima and Nagasaki under the assumption that

the risk is proportional to the radiation dose without a

threshold. However, we do not necessarily have the

scientific evidence to support this assumption. We do

not have sufficient scientific data on the effects of low-

dose radiation on developmental and differentiational

anomaly either. Because it is now considered to be

difficult to assess the risk of low-dose radiation from

animal experiments or in epidemiological data, this

research group conducts studies on the mechanism of

radiation effects caused by low-dose radiation. The

purpose of this research group is to derive findings

useful in the risk assessment of low-dose radiation

which can be used as a basis for the development of

appropriate regulatory frameworks. The following

study items are separately investigated by the four

teams.

１） Radiation Carcinogenesis Research Team:

Evaluation of indirect effects of low-dose radiation

on carcinogenesis (carcinogenesis due to changes

in the microenvironment caused by irradiation)

and examination of the involvement of DNA

repair mechanisms in low-dose radiation-induced

carcinogenesis.

２） DNA Repair Gene Research Team: Clarification of

low-dose radiation risk-modifying factors in

nonhomologous end-joining DNA-repair and its

molecular mechanism.

３） Developmental and Differentiational Anomaly

Research Team: Verification of the validity of

radiation regulations relating to developmental

and differentiational anomaly by evaluating the

effects of low-dose radiation on abnormalities in

neural crest cell differentiation.

４） Radioadaptive Response Research Team:

Determination of risk modifying factors specific to

low-dose radiation by identifying genes associated

with biological responses to low-dose radiation,

including radioadaptive responses and signal

transduction.

Progress of Research
1) Radiation Carcinogenesis Research Team

Radiation risk of cancer induction has been evaluated

based on direct effects of radiation on irradiated cells. It

is known that radiation causes cancer through two

types of damage, DNA damage directly induced in

target cells and radiation-induced change of a

microenvironment. The contribution of the latter

untargeted carcinogenesis to radiation-induced cancer

risk has not been evaluated. To elucidate its

contribution to radiation risk, we have established the

thymus transplantation system for assessment of

indirect effects of radiation on carcinogenesis. In the

present study, DNA-PKcs-deficient scid mice were

thymectomized and nonirradiated or irradiated at 0.1 to

1 Gy γ-rays. Thymuses of new born wild-type mice

harboring GFP gene were transplanted in irradiated

scid mice under a kidney capsule or subcutaneously.

Transplanted scid mice were fed under a specific

pathogen-free condition for one year to monitor

development of T-cell lymphomas and the incidence of

T-cell lymphomas derived from transplanted thymuses

was assessed by the expression of GFP in lymphomas.

In both transplanted sites, the incidence of T-cell

lymphomas of transplanted thymus origin increased

with increasing radiation dose and reached a

significantly increased value at 0.5 Gy when

transplanted under the kidney capsule and at 1 Gy

when transplanted subcutaneously. When thymuses of

GFP mice were transplanted in thymectomized, 1 Gy-

irradiated wild-type mice, T-cell lymphomas of

transplanted thymus origin were not induced. The

results indicate that under a deficient condition of

nonhomologous end-joining repair, untargeted

carcinogenesis does occur at relatively low radiation

dose in scid mice, which might contribute to radiation-

risk of cancer.

2) DNA Repair Gene Research Team

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) can arise from

multiple sources including ionizing radiation (IR) and

DNA replication itself. DSBs are profoundly dangerous

lesions to cells, which, if unrepaired, will result in loss

of genomic material. Cells, therefore, have invested in

at least two pathways to repair DSBs, namely

homologous recombination repair (HRR) and non-

homologous end-joining (NHEJ). In higher organisms,

NHEJ represents the major mechanism for the repair of

radiation-induced DSBs. Our chief aim is, in this

context, to clarify the induction-mechanism of mutation

by radiation. In particular, the identification of the

modulatory factor(s) for a low-dose radiation-risk in

NHEJ and the elucidation of the molecular

mechanism(s) involved with those factor(s) are the

focus of our interest. Up to the present, we have

established three cell lines having XRCC4, Artemis and

MDC1 disrupted, respectively, by a gene targeting

technique in a human colon tumor cell line HCT116 to

define the biological roles of NHEJ-related genes on

DNA damage induced by IR. We then demonstrated

higher radiosensitivities of these three NHEJ-related

gene deficient cell lines in survival and chromosomal

aberration assays than parental HCT116 cells and a

decline in the colocalization of phosphorylated ATM

and DNA-PKcs foci with γ-H2AX foci, a marker for

DSBs, in MDC1-/- cells after IR.

In the current study, first, we determined sensitivities

of XRCC4-/- and Artemis-/- cells to chemical reagents
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including etoposide, camptothecin, cisplatin and

mitomycin C that induce different types of DNA

damages by using a survival assay, and we figured out

that NHEJ for the repair of DSB may possess two

distinct pathways which are dependent upon and

independent of Artemis, respectively. Next, we studied

phosphorylation status of ATM and DNA-PKcs in

MDC1-/- cells to elucidate dynamics of DNA

damage/repair molecules and interactions among repair

proteins and MDC1. Phosphorylations of ATM (S1981)

and DNA-PKcs (S2056 and T2609) were clearly

reduced in MDC1-/- cells in comparison with that of

parental HCT116 cells 30 min after X-ray (1Gy)

exposure. Taken together with the previous findings,

these results suggest that a recruitment of

phosphorylated ATM to a DSB site is disturbed

somehow, and that the activity of ATM and DNA-PKcs

is limited at the site of DNA DSBs, in turn DNA repair

processes would be torn down in MDC1-/- cells.

Consequently, MDC1 might be an essential regulatory

protein for controlling the phosphorylation, at least, of

ATM and DNA-PKcs and for stabilizing the interactions

and retention of NHEJ components at the site of DSBs.

Meanwhile, we have gotten analysis of gene expression

by use of a DNA micro-array technique to find genes

influenced by low-dose radiation in MDC1-/- cells as

well as in parental HCT116.

3) Developmental Anomalies Research Team

To elucidate the mechanism of the effects of low-dose

radiations on the development of mice as well as neural

crest-derived cells and melanocytes at cellular level,

pregnant females of C57BL/10J mice at 9 days of

gestation were whole-body irradiated with a single

acute dose of iron ions. The effects were studied by

scoring changes in the postnatal and prenatal

development of mice as well as cutaneous coats 22

days after birth and in the melanocyte development in

prenatal hair follicles. The percentages of birth, the

survival to day 22 and the body weight at day 22 were

reduced in irradiated mice. By comparing the survival

to day 22 for iron ions with that of g-rays, iron ions

were more than three times as effective as γ-rays. The

frequency and the size of white spots (white hairy skin

devoid of melanoblasts and melanocytes) in the mid-

ventrum were increased in irradiated mice. By

comparing the frequency of white spots for iron ions

with that of γ-rays, iron ions were more than twice as

effective as γ-rays. In 18-day-old embryos, the

frequencies of abnormalities in the fore and hind legs,

tails and eyes as well as of hemorrhage were increased

as dose increased and the number of embryos as well

as their body weight were decreased. In 18-day-old

embryos, the development of hair follicles was also

delayed as dose increased. The number of melanoblasts

and melanocytes in the epidermis was also decreased

significantly even in mice irradiated with 0.1 Gy iron

ions. These results suggest that iron ions seem to have

greater effects on postnatal and prenatal development

of mice as well as on the melanocyte development than

γ-rays.

4) Radioadaptive Response Research Team

Exposure to sublethal doses of ionizing radiation can

induce protective mechanisms against a subsequent

higher dose irradiation. This phenomenon, called

radiation-induced adaptive response (AR), has been

described in a wide range of biological models. We

previously demonstrated the existence of AR in mice

during late organogenesis. In this study, we

investigated molecular mechanisms underlying AR in

this model. Using DNA microarrays, we performed a

global analysis of transcriptome regulations in adapted

and non-adapted cells collected from whole mouse

fetuses, after in utero exposure to priming irradiation.

As a result, we identified 861 genes whose expression

level was modulated specifically in AR conditions. Our

results suggested the involvement of signal

transduction and tumor protein (p53)-related pathways

in the induction of AR. Our results are in agreement

with previous investigations showing that AR could be

dependent on p53 activity. The observed gene

modulations may also have possible consequences for

subsequent developmental process of the fetus.
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Objectives
The recent rapid changes in energy production

systems and life styles of people worldwide have made

environmental radiation research even more important.

In order to satisfy the needs for radiation safety and

regulations, this research group aims to investigate

three subjects related to environmental radiation and

radioactivity: i.e. 1) effects of radiation on organisms

and ecosystems; 2) exposure of public to natural

radiation; and 3) marine dynamics of important

radionuclides. The group consists of five research

teams: Terrestrial Radiation Ecotoxicology Research

Team, Aquatic Radiation Ecotoxicology Research

Team, Natural Radiation Exposure Research Team,

Cosmic Radiation Exposure Research Team, and Marine

Radioecology Research Team. The following describes

the progress of each of these teams during FY 2008.

Progress of Research

1) Effects on organisms and ecosystems

While the importance of radiological protection of the

environment based on scientific principles is

increasingly recognized internationally as

environmental issues garner more attention, the

relevant scientific data are extremely limited. This

group conducts studies to evaluate the effects of

radiation on representative terrestrial and aquatic

organisms as well as studies to estimate radiation dose

on those environmental organisms. In addition, the

group develops methods to evaluate the ecological

effects of radiation using experimental model

ecosystems containing various species.

Terrestrial Radiation Ecotoxicology Research Team

To understand the impact of radiation on terrestrial

ecosystems, plants, fungi, earthworms and springtails

were selected, and the dose-effect relationships for

radiation have been studied. The study using a novel

technology, high-coverage expression profiling

(HiCEP), was started last year to detect radiation

responsive genes, and has progressed well. Many

transcript-derived fragments (TDFs) up-regulated by

irradiation were detected in animals and plants, which

have no genome information, such as the springtail

(Folsomia candid), the cell line was established from a

cedar tree and the earth worm (Enchytraeus

Japonensis).

Since the biological effects of long-term irradiation

have more relevance to studies in radiation

ecotoxicology, the team started a study on chronic

exposure. The model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana,

exposed to gamma rays for 2 weeks at a dose rate of 20

Gy/day was analyzed for gene expression. The genes

up-regulated by the irradiation could be classified into

two types by the time-dependent expression patterns;

early up-regulation (within 1 day) and late up-

regulation (after 3-7 days). The former type included

some genes relating to DNA repair, whereas the latter

included others relating to metabolism. Each type also

included different genes of signal transduction and

transcriptional control. These behaviors of gene

expression probably reflect the responses of the plants

to cope with progression of radiation damages.

The effects of high LET radiation must be also

considered because of the presence of alpha and beta

emitters in the environment as well as gamma emitters.

As the pilot study, the earthworm (Enchytraeus

japonensis) was exposed to heavy ions (C, Ne, Si, Ar or

Fe) at NIRS-HIMAC. Up to now, a larger inhibitory

effect of Ar ion on the growth of the earthworm has

been observed in comparison with low LET radiation

such as gamma rays. The RBE was approximately 3.

Aquatic Radiation Ecotoxicology Research Team

Radiation effects on aquatic ecosystems at various

endpoints were investigated in some selected organisms

and experimental model ecosystems.

Effects of acute gamma-irradiation on ingestion were

investigated in water fleas, Daphnia magna. The

ingestion of 13C-labelled green algae by D. magna was

not inhibited at 62.5 Gy while it was significantly

inhibited at 125 Gy, and almost completely inhibited at

250 Gy or higher doses. The ingestion was a more

sensitive endpoint than mortality, because death of D.

magna was not observed even at 1000 Gy.

The microbial microcosm consisting of eight

identified taxa was acutely irradiated with gamma rays

at 100, 500, 1000 and 5000 Gy in the steady state.

Populations of most constituent taxa were decreased in

a dose-dependent manner. Blue-green algae were,

however, more abundant in the irradiated microcosm,

which was likely an indirect effect due to interspecies

interactions. A comparison of effects between gamma

rays and chemicals was carried out using the ecological

effect index (EEI), in which degrees of differences in

the populations between exposed and control

microcosms were represented by the Euclidean distance

function. The 50 % effect doses for the microcosm

(EDM50s), at which the EEI became 50 %, were

evaluated to be 5600 Gy for gamma rays, 6.7 mg/L for

benthiocarb (herbicide) and 6.1 mg/L for linear

alkylbenze-nesulfonate (LAS, a surfactant).

The flooded paddy soil microcosm was chronically

gamma-irradiated at a dose rate of 1.2 Gy/d for 5 days.

A brownish discoloration was observed in the liquid

phase of the irradiated microcosm, which may have

been caused by the change from soluble Fe (II) into

insoluble Fe (III). The irradiation also affected a
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bacterial community structure, which was detected by

denaturant gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) based

on the 16S rDNA. For example, growth of two bacterial

species was stimulated in the irradiated microcosm.

Partial nucleotide sequences of 16S rDNA were

determined for phylogenetic identification of the

constituent bacterial species. Results of this

identification will contribute to elucidation of

mechanisms of changes in a bacterial community

structure, which may have been related with Fe

speciation in the irradiated microcosm.

2) Exposure to natural radiation

Since natural radioactive substances and cosmic

radiation at high altitude contribute greatly to the

radiation dose received by the general public, it is

necessary to quantify the actual level of exposure and

to document its features. The group therefore

investigates the concentration and exposure doses of

radon (222Rn), thoron (220Rn), and related radionuclides,

mainly in areas with high natural radiation, and

analyzes the results together with epidemiological data.

The group also aims to collect scientific information on

dose and effects of cosmic radiation in aircraft and to

provide them in an intelligible and easy to access way

for the general public such as on the Internet.

Natural Radiation Exposure Research Team

Recent epidemiological studies indicated that lung

cancer risk significantly increases due to exposure to

relatively low-level residential radon (100 Bq/m3).

Passive radon detectors are usually used for large scale

surveys linked with such epidemiological studies. As

the passive detectors give information on average

radon concentrations for a long period, radon exposure

can be roughly estimated using the average

concentrations and a typical occupancy factor (indoor:

0.8 and outdoor: 0.2). However, radon concentration

changes diurnally and occupancy factor is different

from person to person. These factors should be

considered for precise individual dose estimation. We

are conducting an epidemiological study in China,

cooperating with the Radiation Epidemiology Team of

the Regulatory Sciences Research Group. For the

precise estimation of individual dose, a detailed survey

on indoor radon/thoron and their decay products was

conducted using continuous radon/thoron monitors.

The individual dose was estimated considering the

occupancy factors obtained from questionnaires

answered by the residents and diurnal variation of

radon concentration.

We are also investigating potential exposure due to

natural radionuclides contained in building materials.

Building material samples were collected for this

purpose and concentrations of natural radionuclides

such as radium and uranium were estimated using a

high purity germanium detector (HPGe) and ICP-MS.

Exposure due to these radionuclides will be estimated

following the method adopted in the European Union

countries.

Cosmic Radiation Exposure Research Team

More than 16 million Japanese people go abroad

every year using aircraft and about 20 thousand

persons are working as crew on aircraft of Japanese

airline companies. At aviation altitudes, aircraft crew

are exposed to enhanced cosmic radiation of which the

annual personal dose generally exceeds 1mSv per year.

However, the situation and health effects of cosmic

radiation exposure are still uncertain. The team thus

makes efforts to collect scientific information on dose

and effects of cosmic radiation and also to provide them

in an easy-to-understand way by the general public.

Major tasks are (1) calculation of aviation route doses

(effective doses received in aircraft) using the most up-

to-date method, (2) development of new detectors to

verify calculations in aircraft, and (3) improvement of a

comprehensive system for radiation protection

dosimetry of aircraft crew. Some research outputs of the

team are open to the public as a web program entitled

“Japanese Internet System for Calculation of Aviation

Route Doses (JISCARD)” on the NIRS home page. In

FY 2008, we completed an original program

“JISCARD EX” which can calculate effective doses for

any flight paths given by users. For verification, the

team developed a novel instrument for monitoring of

high-energy cosmic-ray neutrons. We also continue to

cooperate with airline companies in Japan, regarding

management of radiation exposure for aircraft crew.

3) Marine dynamics of important radionuclides

Because many Japanese nuclear facilities are located

in coastal areas facing the Pacific Ocean and the Japan

Sea, it is very important to predict the environmental

behavior, and thus the fate of radionuclides in marine

ecosystems. The group focuses on the development of

highly sensitive analytical methods for important

radionuclides (e.g., plutonium, americium, iodine etc.)

for which data are scarce, and provides data on their

activities and isotopic ratios to understand their

environmental behavior in marine ecosystems.

Marine Radioecology Research Team

The developed analytical method was applied to the

study of 241Am distribution in sediment core collected at

Sagami Bay, Japan. The 241Am activities in this

sediment core ranged from 0.08 to 12.35 mBq/g. We

found that 241Am activity and 239+240Pu activity had
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different vertical profiles. A clear subsurface maximum

peak, representing the maximum deposition of 239+240Pu

from global fallout in 1963, was seen for Pu isotopes,

while 241Am showed constantly high concentrations (10

- 12 mBq/g) from the surface down to the depth of the

1963 deposition peak, in spite of them having a similar

oceanic chemical property, i.e. both are highly particle

reactive. The relatively constant high activities of 241Am

and the continuous increase of 241Am/239+240Pu activity

ratios observed in the upper layers from the 1963

global fallout peak layer to the surface can be

attributed the following processes: (1) continuous

supply of seawater with increasingly high 241Am/239+240Pu

activity ratios due to the oceanic current transportation

from the central equatorial Pacific; and (2) the

enhanced preferential scavenging of 241Am relative to

Pu isotopes.

Seawater samples were collected in the Japan Sea

and their 239+240Pu activities and 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios

were determined by sector field high-resolution ICP-MS.

The 239+240Pu inventories were 48.9 ± 0.5 Bq/m2

obtained for 1984 and 85.2 ± 0.6 Bq/m2 obtained for

1993 in the Tsushima basin. The inventories obtained

for 1993 in the Tsushima basin and Yamato Basin were

about two times higher than that (42.2 Bq/m2) of the

expected cumulative deposition density of atmospheric

global fallout at the latitudes of 30 - 40 N゚. The atom

ratios of 240Pu/239Pu showed no notable variation from

the surface to the bottom with an average ratio of 0.24.

The atom ratios of 240Pu/239Pu in water columns of the

Japan Sea were significantly higher than the mean

global fallout ratio of 0.180 ± 0.014. These high atom

ratios proved the existence of close-in fallout plutonium

originating from the Pacific Proving Grounds. The

contribution of the PPG close-in fallout was calculated

to be 34.6 Bq/m2 obtained for 1993 in the Yamato Basin

and the Tsushima Basin, which corresponded to 40 %

of the 239+240Pu inventory in the water column.
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Objectives
The biospheric assessment of radiation dose to

human beings related to the releases of long-lived

radionuclides from underground nuclear waste disposal

sites is very important for the peaceful use of nuclear

energy. For the assessment, radioecological transfer

models and transfer parameters are needed.

Environmental conditions, such as climate, vegetation

and soil, affect these parameters. Additionally,

agricultural products and food customs in Japan differ

from those in Europe and North America. Therefore, we

should have our own practical data in Japan using data

from European and North American countries as

references.

In this office, environmental transfer parameters, such

as soil-to-crop transfer factors (TFs) and soil-soil

solution distribution coefficients (Kds), have been

collected from agricultural fields throughout Japan.

Recently, we also have measured parameters to clarify

radon emission mechanisms from soil, as well as to

understand the fate of elements in coastal areas in

Japan. Analyses of stable isotopes and some natural

radioisotopes in soil and edible part of crop sets, and

coastal water and seafood sets have been carried out in

order to obtain TFs / concentration factors under

equilibrium conditions, while radiotracer experiments

have been applied for Kds in various soils. For the case

of 14C transfer parameters, radiotracer experiments were

carried out to obtain TFs and 14C distribution in soil. In

addition, transfer models for predicting radionuclides’

behavior in atmosphere-paddy soil-rice plant systems

have been developed.

Progress of Research
1) Estimation of soil-soil solution distribution coefficient

of radiostrontium using soil properties

Radionuclides reach humans through several transfer

paths following their routine and/or accidental release

into the environment from nuclear facilities. One of the

important paths is by their root uptake from soil

solutions to an edible part of a crop which is ingested

as food. Thus Kd is an important parameter to describe

the behavior of radionuclides in soils for making an

environmental safety. In this study, we focused on

predicting Kd of Sr because among the released

radionuclides, 90Sr (half-life: 28.74 y) is a dominant

fission product from 235U at high fission yield of 5.9%. In

order to provide more practical and accurate Kd values

by prediction, it is necessary to obtain many Kd data

for each important radionuclide in various soils, and to

determine soil properties which lead to variation in Kd

values. Then reduction of uncertainty of each Kd value

could be achieved to reduce uncertainty of the

transport models.

One hundred and forty-two agricultural soil samples

(63 paddy soil and 79 upland soil samples) were

collected throughout Japan. The soil samples were

dried at room temperature, and then passed through a

2-mm sieve. Exchangeable calcium (ex.Ca) and cation

exchange capacity (CEC) were measured by the

Schollenberger method. Water soluble ionic and

elemental amounts in a solid/liquid ratio of 1 g : 5 mL

were measured with an ion chromatograph (IC)

(DIONEX, ICS-1500) and ICP optimal emission

spectrometer (ICP-OES) (Seiko, Vista Pro), respectively.

Sr-Kd values were obtained by a batch sorption test.

Each soil sample was mixed with deionized water

(solid/liquid ratio, 3 g : 30 mL) in a plastic bottle and

initially shaken for 24 h at 23℃, and then about 10

kBq of 85Sr was added as a tracer. After shaking for 7

days, the suspension was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for

10 minutes, and the supernatant was filtered through a

0.45-μm membrane filter. Activities in the filtrates

were measured with a NaI scintillation counter (Aloka,

ARC-380).

The distribution of Sr-Kd values for all soil groups

were judged as not a normal type (p < 0.05), but a log-

normal type. Sr-Kd values ranged from 1.0 × 102 to 8.5

× 102 L kg-1 (geometric mean (GM) = 2.9 × 102 L kg-1)

for Andosol, from 6.2 × 101 to 1.7 × 103 L kg-1 (GM =

2.4 × 102 L kg-1) for Cambisol, and from 6.4 × 101 to

1.8 × 103 L kg-1 (GM = 2.7 × 102 L kg-1) for Fluvisol.

There were no significant differences among soil

groups in the t-test. In comparison with the expected

Sr-Kd value for loam soil type reported by the

International Atomic Energy Agency, 2.0 x 101 L kg-1,

the GMs of Sr-K
d
values for Andosol, Cambisol, and

Fluvisol were one order of magnitude higher.

The Sr sorption mechanism in soil is mainly an ion

exchange reaction, and sorbed Sr in soil could not exist

in the fixation fraction, as indicated by the findings

that all of the 90Sr in Chernobyl-contaminated soil could

extract strong acid. Therefore, cation exchange

capacity (CEC) and electrical conductivity (EC), and pH

are important factors. In addition, sorptions of Mg2+ and

Ca2+ which are related to Sr are in competition with

sorptions of Sr2+. Thus, Spearman's rank correlation test

was used for evaluating correlations between Sr-K
d

values and soil properties. In all soil groups, EC and

water soluble Ca were important factors affecting Sr-K
d

values. These results suggest that Sr can be sorbed in

soil by an ion exchange reaction and Ca ion is the

strongest competitive ion towards Sr. On the other

hand, the highest ¦Rs¦ value was less than 0.70.

Therefore, it should be difficult to estimate Sr-Kd values

from a single soil property.

We suggested a new factor, Ca distribution ratio

(CaDR). CaDR focuses on Ca. Since Ca is considered as

the most competitive element with Sr, Ca distribution

in soil-soil solution system should be more important

than the total cation distribution in soil-soil solution

system. CaDR, which has the same unit as Kd , is
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defined as follows.

CaDR＝
Ex.Ca

(1)
Ca concentration in water soluble fraction

Figure 5-2 shows correlations between Sr-Kd values

and CaDR for each soil group. There were high

correlations with correlation factors of 0.78 for Andosol,

0.78 for Cambisol, 0.58 for Fluvisol, and 0.68 for all soil

samples. In addition, simple linear regression equations

to estimate Sr-K
d
values from CaDRs for Andosol,

Cambisol, Fluvisol, and all soil samples were obtained

as follows.

(Andosol) Sr-Kd = 0.44 × CaDR + 180 (2-1)

(Cambisol) Sr-Kd = 1.27 × CaDR -8.4 (2-2)

(Fluvisol) Sr-Kd = 0.86 × CaDR + 42 (2-3)

(All soil samples) Sr-Kd = 0.79 × CaDR + 82 (2-4)

Regression coefficients of Eqs.(2) differed between

soil groups. These regression coefficients would

describe the difference in sorption abilities between Sr

and Ca in soil. In Andosol, the sorption ability of Sr

was about 45% of that of Ca. Additionally, in Cambisol,

the sorption ability of Sr was about 130 % of that of Ca.

The difference in sorption ability between Andosol and

Cambisol could be attributed to differences of soil

properties. On the other hand, Pearson's correlation

coefficients between estimated Sr-Kd values by Eqs.(2)

and observed Sr-K
d
values were 0.69 for Andosol, 0.82

for Cambisol, 0.74 for Fluvisol, and 0.72 for all soil

samples. Therefore, we think it is possible to estimate

more practical Sr-Kd values using CaDR without a

classification for soil group. The results in this study

point to a relatively easy way to estimate Sr-K
d
values.

Measurement of Ca is simpler than that of Sr. In

addition, ex.Ca is a standard measurement in soil

surveys. This estimation method should be useful for

long-term dose assessment.

2) Soil-To-Rice Transfer Factor of Uranium by

Measuring Naturally Occurring Uranium

TF is a key parameter that directly affects the

internal dose assessment for the ingestion pathway. For

U, we can use naturally existing U to predict the

behavior from radioactive waste disposal sites to the

biosphere. However, U concentrations in crop samples

are usually low, making it difficult to obtain TF under

agricultural field conditions. In this study, U

concentrations in rice and associated soil samples have

been determined by inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometry (ICP-MS) after chemical separation.

Sixty-three rice grain samples were collected from

paddy fields throughout Japan. At harvest, associated

soil samples were also collected. Three sub-samples

were made for each rice grain sample, i.e., white rice

(polished rice), brown rice (hulled rice) and bran. The

189 sub-samples were freeze-dried and thoroughly

ground into fine powders. After U extraction on TRU

resin (Eichrom) by sample solution loading, tetramethyl

ammonium hydroxide was used for U elution behavior

from the resin cartridges. Chemical recovery with this

method was about 85%. Then U concentrations in three

kinds of rice grain samples, brown rice (hulled rice),

white rice (polished rice) and bran (63 samples each),

were measured by ICP-MS.

The geometric means (GMs) of U concentrations were

7.3 x 10-5 mg kg-1-dry (range: 3.6 x 10-5 to 3.3 x 10-4 mg

kg-1-dry) for the white rice samples, 9.7 x 10-5 mg kg-1-

dry (range: 3.9 x 10-5 to 9.5 x 10-4 mg kg-1-dry) for the

brown rice samples, and 3.7 x 10-4 mg kg-1-dry (range:

8.6 x 10-5 to 4.6 x 10-3 mg kg-1-dry) for bran samples.

The bran weight was about 10% of the brown rice

weight, and the remaining 90% of the brown rice

weight was white rice; thus, about 1/3 of the total U in

brown rice was distributed in the bran.

The U concentration data in brown rice, white rice

and in associated soil samples were used to calculate

TF. The TF value was calculated using the following

equation:

TF=Cp / Cs (3)

where Cp (mg/kg-dry) is the elemental concentration

in plant and Cs (mg/kg-dry) is its concentration in soil.

GMs of TFs for white rice and brown rice were 2.7 x

10-5 (range: 6.2 x 10-6 to 7.9 x 10-5) and 3.6 x 10-5

(range: 5.5 x 10-6 to 4.6 x 10-4), respectively.

These values were 2 orders of magnitude lower than

the TF for cereals of 1.3 x 10-3 proposed by IAEA. The

TF values obtained in this study and previously

reported values were compared. Our data were slightly

lower than other Japanese data but 2-3 orders of

magnitude lower than data for India. Compared to

other cereals, rice TF values observed in Japan were 1-

2 orders of magnitude lower than for temperate zone

countries although Japan is also classified as the same

zone country.
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Fig. 5-2. Correlations between calcium distribution

ratio (CaDR) and Sr-k
d
values for Andsol, Cambisol,

Fluvisol, and other.
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